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Farangis, drawing for screen printed t-shirts: Primeval Bull.

FOR EXAMPLE MITHRAS II
Part I of Farangis' FOR EXAMPLE MITHRAS was dedicated to the Roman
Mithras mystery and worked within the frame of the symbols as they are known
from the archeological findings of the Roman Mithraeums. Part II also alludes
and bases itself on the symbolism, but now reaching back to the Persian roots of
the cult. The interpretation of the theme though now leaves the historical tracks
and rushes into a distinctly own conclusion drawn by the artist.
Mithras does not kill the steer, in contrast to his habit, and in this way disobeys
the rule of the destruction-for-construction of life principle. The newly interpreted
Mithras, stands by virtue of his decision, in aberration to the rule that prevails in
the big monotheistic religions or any belief that requires the equation of ‘death for
life’.

The Works
The works by Farangis which you see in this reader are the central pieces of the
second part of her series dealing with the symbolism of the Mithras cult. While
the first part put an emphasis on the Roman Mithras cult, the second part tends to
a freer interpretation and relates to the Persian roots of the cult.
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Tracing back the meanings of single symbolical items of the cult, you can find
that what later lent itself to narrower interpretations, originally based on sources
which possessed quite different religious and mythological contents. The
symbolic language of the early Mithras cult can be understood in other terms
because of its origins tracing back to pre-Zoroastrian times, whereas the late
Mithras cult of the Roman empire can be seen in more fixed historical terms that
can be traced more easily in the Western records of history. Meanwhile the
fragments of ideas composed in the mythologemes and symbols create the aspect
of mystery ascribed to the cult.
The second part of the Mithras series by Farangis strongly emphasizes the
contextualization of the questions pertaining to the sacrifice in the Mithras cult
and comparatively the Abrahamic religions.
The main works of the second work-cycle consist of following paintings:
1.

The Suncircle

2.

The Wind

3.

The Slaying of the Bull

4.

The Sacrifice in the Abrahamic religions
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Farangis, acrylic on canvas, diptych: The Suncircle

The Suncircle
The torches held up and down by Cautes and Cautopates marking the revolvement
of earth and sky.
Cautes and Cautopates
For her exhibition e.g. Mithras, Part II, Farangis tries to separate the cult figure
Mithras from the Roman view by means of a different way of explication.
Nevertheless, she uses the imagery of the Roman antique, especially the
sacramental images which depict Mithras slaying the bull, and begins her
sequence of works with the figures of Cautes and Cautopates who assist Mithras.
A wide sky and circling suns, as symbols of the visual daily progression of the
sun, emphasize the rhythm of light. Holding one torch upwards and one torch
downwards, the torch bearers Cautes and Cautopates indicate the direction of the
light, and at the same time they allude to the coming-into-life and light, and to the
cessation-of-life and darkness.
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Farangis tries to bring across that a cosmical order does not leave anything
disappear into an eternal darkness nor does the life-creating brightness incessantly
rules our lives.
Farangis connects in this picture, which is primarily dedicated to Cautes and
Cautopates, further images that we are familiar with from the Roman Mithras
mystery, like for example the raven, the serpent, the dog, the scorpion, and also
young Mithras as born from the rock. Very consciously the slaying scene is not
shown here, thus no fraction of death is being depicted. An anthem for light and
life in a bright colorfulness seeks to touch the viewer.
Title: The Suncircle
- Diptych, acrylic on canvas
- Height 170 cm x total length: 260 cm ; width of separate parts: 130 cm
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#

Farangis, acrylic on canvas, pentaptych: The Wind, partial view

Farangis, acrylic on canvas, pentaptych: The Wind, full width
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The Wind
The wind gods and Mithras rejecting to kill.
With an emphasis on the width of the sky, that we see on the painting consisting
of 5 separate parts, Mithras is positioned in the center and to his sides are the four
wind-gods. Farangis shows Mithras here with the cosmical symbol elements. He
is shown in his coat, that the wind blows open, the inside of the coat is the sky
with its stars.
Mithras is sitting on the back of the steer, the steer holds his tail upwards and the
tip of the tail is a threefold ear of grain. [The tip of the steers tail as a threefold ear
of grain is a symbol taken from the ancient Persian mythology pertaining to the
figure of Mithras.] Mithras is generally recognizable in the moment in which he
takes hold of the steers head, but with this picture Farangis has painted a position
for the slayer that has not been depicted like this before, because here we see
Mithras in his decision to refrain from killing the steer. By holding back the hand
that wants to kill, he resists to become a murderer by divine command.
In the cosmical piety of the Mithras mysteries the raven plays an important role.
The raven is mostly depicted as sitting on the wide coat of Mithras, and facing
him directly. Since the dwelling places of birds are both sky and earth, birds often
have been attributed a mediating role between the gods of heaven and the earthly
world of people.
The four wind gods left and right, up and low, indicate the four wind directions.
In many ancient languages wind is seen as closely related to breathing, breath and
air. In this way, on this picture Mithras has not taken the animals breath, but has
preserved life. He has integrated himself into the cycle of life within a cosmic
order and he has withheld himself against the divine command to kill.
Title: The Wind
- Consists of 5 parts, acrylic on canvas
- Height 100 cm x total width: 360 cm ; Width of the separate parts: 50 cm,
65 cm, 130 cm
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Farangis,
acrylic on canvas:
triptych,
The Slaying
of the Bull
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The Slaying of the Bull
The sacrifice in the Mithras cult.
This vertical triptych shows us Mithras as him who is slaying the bull. He holds
the animal at its hard breathing nostrils to incapacitate the breath. To block any
living beings ability to breathe occurs as a part of killing rituals because the
method increases the death agony.
In the process of slaughter Mithras pushes his short sword into the carotid artery
of the animal and a bloodstream rushes out of the wound into the big clay vessel,
that Farangis gives the meaning of a baptismal font. In the vessel a naked Miles
(Roman soldier) stands immersed in blood. The sacral action takes place in the
moment in which the blood of the sacrificed animal turns into blood that creates
life.
To kill living beings as a sacrifice for creating new life is an act which different
religions and cults have been practicing since long times in human history.
Prominently in the monotheistic religions acts of killing, as a proof of obedience,
assure of God’s favor and promise a redemption of guilt and sin in the sense of a
clearance.
In this painting Farangis gives an extended view on Mithras who kills the bull.
Images of the scene on the sacramental altars often show Mithras as turning his
sight away from the animal and looking to an imagined upper point, as if there
was something which in a superordinate way gives an order to kill, and he,
Mithras, simply fulfills the deed like an obedient servant.
On this triptych two aspects of the position of one who believes in God are pointed
out: to kill a creature when God ordains you to, and to appear in front of God as
being cleared through the blood of the sacrifice.
Title: Mithras slays the Bull
- Triptych, acrylic on canvas
- Total height: 420 cm x width 100 cm; height of the separate parts: 140 cm
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Farangis,
acrylic on canvas:
triptych,
The Sacrifice
in the Abrahamic
Religions
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The Sacrifice in the Abrahamic Religions
The sacrificed life as the equivocal link between God and Man.
As an extension of the thought about the sacrifices’ death as a necessity for the
creation of new life, and also as an extension of the thought about the absolute
obedience within a belief system, we see an example in the big vertical triptych.
Farangis shows an Islamic and a Jewish priest with the same posture as Mithras,
the slayer of the steer, typically displays it: how with his sight turned away he
pushes the short sword into the throat of the sacrificed animal and how the animal
dies bleeding. Here too analogous to the bleeding steer of the Mithras mystery,
the blood of the sacrificed animal is poured into a vessel – now a large drinking
glass. In the depiction of three crosses pertaining to Christian symbolism and with
the rough indication of a mouth that wants to drink this blood, a linkage that stands
between the Abrahamic religions becomes plain.
In the range of works entitled FOR EXAMPLE MITHRAS Farangis has dealt
with a subject which is currently highly sensitive. In the first few years when she
started to work on this theme, it was still rare that contemporary artists from the
western cultures dealt with religion. This theme was more expected from the arts
of the so called native cultures that are still inspired by their archaic gods in their
arts. Almost surprised we notice now, that in our search for our lost values and in
midst of a painful confrontation with the non-Christian world and Christian
heritage, more and more often the sense and the non-sense of religiosity is being
asked about.
Title: The Sacrifice in the Abrahamic Religions
- Triptych, acrylic on canvas
- Total height: 380 cm x width 125 cm; height of the separate parts: 120 cm
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Manuchehr Jamali and Gita Yegane Arani

MITHRAIC BACKGROUNDS AND THEIR IRANIAN ROOTS:
WHAT’S THE SYMBOLISM OF THE BULL’S RAISED TAIL
WITH THE THREE EARS OF GRAIN?
WHY DO EARS OF GRAIN GROW OUT OF THE RAISED BULL’S TAIL?
No bull raises his tail straight up, nor does one or three ears of grain grow at the
tip of any bull’s tail. What type of worldview do we see in this symbolism that
merges animal with plant life? The image of the “ear of grain” and the early
philosophical conceptions tied to this symbol, held a central meaning in the early
Iranian civilization and their religious ideas. A basic concept they held was
represented in their equation of growth (as pertaining to plants) and birth (in
animal life).
The Persian word Tokhm means “plant seed” and “sperm”. Kashtan, “the sowing
out of plants” also means to “impregnate”. The term Tokhm (seed) was equated
with the term ‘fire’. Though meant was not the burning fire, rather: the seed would
contain a nonburning fire (a warmth = the creative dynamic and Mithra = Love)
Vol. 2 (2021), No. 3
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hidden in its depth inside. ‘Life’ (Djaan = Gi = Gaya = Gi + Yaan) itself was
also called Tokhme Atesh = “Fireseed”.
The term waksh “to grow” refers both to the ‘growth’ and to the ‘blazing fire’
both equally. The central deity of the early Iranians was symbolized in the image
of an array of flammable cubes (or firelighters), and “the ear of grain” – the image
that mainly depicted this deity – was also seen as equal with “fire cubes” in an
oven.
***
Each “seed” (the ‘fire-of-life’ of each plant life, animal life and human life:
“Atashe Jaan”) holds within itself a hidden fire, through which a drive to raise
itself and the desire to give itself an outer appearance and shape is triggered –
from the darkness within to the outer visibility.
Each seed that falls down onto the soil raises itself, pushes upwards by a means
of such a “wind” (air = breath = fire-creating-agent = ‘that, what sets something
ablaze’ = Azar Forouz) of a motivated movement and lifts and raises itself (it thus
“becomes”). Something “is” when it raises itself. The hidden fire-of-life itself
though, comes into being through the wind = Waaz = Waay.
***
The Iranian deity had also carried the title Waaye beh = “good wind” and Naaye
beh = “good flute”. The good flute is the source of the wind of life, the breath of
life and the fire of life. The good wind, which is at the same time a melody or
music, was identified with the good flute, which again also carried the title of “the
virgin”.
Trumpets and the other big musical wind instruments which were used by the
ancient Iranians when they went to war, were called Gaw dum = “cow’s tail”. A
good horse was also called a “bamboo-“ or “reed’s-“ tail (Khayzaran dum =
literally “bamboo tail”).
The horse, Asb in Persian, is called Bad-e Djaan = “wind of life” in the classical
Iranian literature. Bad is the wind = Waay, and Waay again is the “Naaye Be” (the
good flute). The term Bad-e Djaan discloses the relation of the “bamboo tail” with
a creative feature: the wind, Bad, is “Waaye Be” and at the same time it’s also the
title of the Iranian deitiy. The tail stood for the place of resurrection (the recreation).
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But what does the tail of a cattle has to do with a trumpet? The word Dum = “tail”
did not only mean “end” in the sense of a point closing or that it ends something,
it also meant the location where a re-surrection or re-creation takes place.
Dombale means both “tail” and also, “dombale chizi raftan” means to pursue
something. The word dombale also means ‘continuation’ in the sense of a
spearhead.
The feathers of the peacock were called Dume Tavoos = “tail of the peacock”. The
peacock was considered to be the bird of resurrection and renewal (Frash-Murw)
because of his colourful tail.
In the Persian language wheat is called Gan-Dum = Gund-Dum which means as
much as “life at its tail” oder “ear (Gund) at its tip” and it stood as a symbol of
resurrection. Since often there is a bunch of hair at the end of an animal’s tail and
since a bird’s tail has a fan of feathers and since hair held a special and important
meaning in this ancient world view, we can understand this type of equation so
far.
In the Pahlavi texts hair is often identified with plants, but “hair” (Muy = Mu =
Giss) originally carried the connotation of “flute” in the Persian language. The
word “music” itself, that consists of the morphemes Mu-Se (Muse = Musi) means
“three flutes” = “flute” – from this context an explanation can be seen as of how
the word “music” originated.
***
The bird (Mare-gha = Tan-guria) stands as the embodiment of the source of the
worlds (self-) renewal, and the earth goddess herself, who is called Gawe
Barmaye (cow of Barmayun) in the Shahnameh myth, is there described as the
one “with a (male) peacocks hair as her tail”.
The tail was also depicted as fire, as a flame and as an ear of grain. The word Dum
= “tail” does mean in Persian also fire and flame.
***
The ear of grain, which consists of connected grains or seeds, has also been
equated with lightable fire cubes in the Iranian mythology. The deity who is the
source of all being (existence) and who is the first element of all life = Artha, is
the goddess of fire and seeds (“fireseeds”). All primordial elements of living
existence are understood as fireseeds, through an understood equation of “fire”
and “seed”. So the ear of grain was depicted as a flame or as a burning torch. The
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word Soak, that also means ear of wheat, does similarly carry the meaning
”fireflame”.
Within this context we can also find the reason why Cautes = Rashn, and
Cautopates = Suroush – Rashn and Soroush mythologically parallel the figures of
Cautes and Cautopates in Mithraism in their role and function – carry a torch in
their hand, and why Soroush (Cautopates) in the Shahnameh epic has hair that
grows so long that it reaches down to the ground. The hair on the head where
equated with the symbol of three ears of grain.
Soroush and Rashn were both fire-lighteners, they where those who would set the
fire ablaze. The lighting of the fire represented the rebirth and the newly created
(German: Neuschöpfung). The term of “lighting a fire” (Azar Forouz) meant
“bringing something into life” and “rebirth”.
Soroush, Rashn and Artha were for this reason all called with the attribute name
Kavat: the one, who opens something anew”. The goddess Artha had been called
Kavat in the Region of Sijistan (Sistan). In Persian literature Kavat is the
“doorsill”. The deity Artha is being symbolized by the 1. month of the year
(Farvardin). She opens the year. The doorsill (Kavat) represents the idea of the
initiation and opening of that what is new. Cautes and Cautopates open the gate
to the day, they stand for the sill between night and day.
Rashn and Soroush carry like midwifes the Sunseeds, which cyclically comes into
being at every midnight, and they help this seedling to be born. Cautes (Caut-es)
is similar to the word Kavat, which, as we already mentioned, means the one who
starts, who creates new, opens something anew and threshold. Cautopates (Cauto-pat-es) means the partner (the other half of a pair or twin) and he is the coworker
of Cautes. These two have the task of bringing about the rebirth or the resurrection
(Frashgart = the ‘becoming afresh’). In a relief from Carnuntum (Austria) Cautes
is depicted with a raised torch (flame) in his right hand and an ear of grain in his
left.
THE IRANIAN DEITY WAS CALLED ARTA-XUSHT, “ARTHA THE EAR”
The central deity in ancient Iran was depicted as an ear of grain. Her seeds or
fireseeds (Artha = Axv = Praan = Fran) were the first elements of all life on
earth. These fireseeds are in every body (Tan, which also means womb and
fireplace or oven) safely kept, and one, with the body itself. This was seen as the
love (Mithras = Maetha) and unification of the divine being with the worldly
matter.
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The creation (A-fri-dan) was a turning-into-all-that-lives (fri = love) and a
binding-with-everything. Maetha, from which the word Mithra later derived,
meant 1. pair and 2. unification.
This deity was also called Artha-vahisht, And-o-hesht and Artkusht. And means
“seed” in Sanskrit. Artha and Ard were the “primordial element” of all that lives,
all living entities. The word heshtan (va-hesthan) and vaheshtan meant “planting
the seeds into the soil” or also the sexual conception in the womb. The term Vahisht is translated as “the best” by the Zoroastrians and understood as “yonder
paradise”. Behesht, which has an equal meaning as the word Vahisht, means in
Persian until today “paradise”.
The image or the concept of the “ear” (of grain) stood on one hand for 1. the
connection and the unification of all existence (of all being), and of all that lives
(love), and 2. on the other hand it stood for the richness in all the existent
variations, in all manifoldness, in the distinctness of things. The image of the ear
of grain does not depict the repetition of similar parts; the grains, that are the
seeds, were seen as the very first element of all the different, separate, diverse,
heterogeneous beings.
The ear didn’t have any identical grains, but was the initial point for diversity.
The deity was the origin of all differences and all colors. The seeds of the god
(Artha) turned or morphed in the process of creation into all the manifold forms
and revealed itself in diverseness. The initial condition (Tokhm means in its form
“Tum” also “darkness”) itself though stayed dark, ungraspable and invisible. That
means that when the deity became visible, it only became visible in plurality or
manifoldness. Her invisibleness was the condition of the darkness. Such an “ear”
(of grain) this god had been.
***
The quality of the being (German: Wesen) or nature of this deity, which laid
equally in each of her seeds, consisted of the compound of two principles or
powers, energies. The image of the god or its concept was therefore also called
“Hu-vis = good two-ness (however, not a duality in the sense of a dichotomy)”.
On one hand the deity was an ear of grain (as in the image of the connected seed
“the compounded fire”) and on the other hand she was the water of life (all liquids,
the essence of the plants and the blood or the milk of the nonhuman animals and
humans, were called “water” = Ape = Awe). Because of the interconnected or
compounded ‘two-ness’ the nature of the deity was understood as a trinity that
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was depicted in different forms like the threefoiledness, the threeseededness, the
thee-eyedness, the three-feetedness, consisting of three ears of grain, three flutes,
etc.
The sort of a bondedness (German: Gebundenheit) of two feet, or of a pair of
wings, or also that of how water and seed, or the body and the fire of life are
connected, was a binding through an “invisible third”. This form of a bond was
that, what was understood as “Mithras”, Maetha = pair and unification.
The word “ear (of grain)” Xushe (Xushu = Ukushu) means in Sogdian the number
six. The contemporary word “six”: Shesh in Persian, sets itself together of She +
She = Se + Se = 3 +3. The image and the symbolism of the “Khushe” itself is that
of three pairs = 3 x 2. Art-xusht is an ear that carries three pair of seeds. The “ear”
(of grain) yet was also equated with the star cluster of the Pleiades, which again
were also called “sixling” in Persian.
The reason why Mithras cuts the vein of the primeval bull with a short sword can
be explained in the following way: three leaves grow from the blood that streams
out of the vein. In the Iranian myth in the book Bundashishn the vein and the
blood both (together) are identified with the deity Arthakhusht. This means the
veins were identified with this deity, and the main artery, that comes from the
heart and divides into two parts, was called “Aorta” after her. The deity Artha was
also called Urt (Urt-vahisht).
***
The word which later only remained to be Xushe = “ear (of grain)” originally
consisted of Axv + she (Axv + 3) and was originally the word Axushe = Ukhushe.
This word meant “three primordial seeds”. Axu is the “primordial element of
being”. It is the basic element of existence and of life, and it is also the “the state
of being itself” (“self”). The suffix She correlates to “Se”, that is, the number three.
Akhushe is the (threefold) primordial element consisting of three parts in the
Persian myth – the primordial seed (Axv = Xva = Uva).
The Axv makes up the center of the quintuple substance of life of the human being.
The human entity consists of the five elements: 1. Axv + 2. Buy + 3. Urva + 4.
Daena + 5. Fravashi, and from the Avx four powers develop (four wings, four
leafs).
***
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Art-khusht (Artha, the ear) is seen in the sky as the Pleiades, which are called
Khushe Parvin, and also Palm, Sheshak, Pirou, etc. in the Persian languages and
Sorayya ( = Thriyya = 3) in Arabic. From this ear (the Xushe Parvin = the
Pleiades) at the firmament, the six parts of the earthly creation evolve: 1. the
cloudy sky, 2. the water, 3 soil, the earth, 4. the flora, 5. the fauna (especially also
the Gaospenta = the “beneficent cow”, which is equal in meaning to the “small
domestic animals”), and 6. the world of the human beings. It was also for this
reason why the Iranians counted six seasons, which corresponded with this
evolutionary circle.
The Pleiades were seen as six seedlings or seeds that would come together in a
“womb”, which was the half moon. Following the ancient conceptualization, the
full moon set itself together from the Pleiades and the half moon. The full moon
showed the state of their unification. Pleiades and half-moon make up a pair that
represented the “seeds and the womb” and they were understood as the creative
beginning. From the coming together of these two celestial parts the world was
born.
The pairing of the half-moon with the Pleiades was called Vinas (Ghunas), which
originally meant “love” and stood for the primordial, the initial love. In the
Zoroastrian theology the change from the term Vinas to Gonah, the sin, namely
the primordial sin, came about. This term also correlates to the Arabic Jonah =
sin.
***
The half-moon, the celestial womb, played the role of a sort of a garden, since
there all seedlings of live would sprout (the primordial cow, that comes into being
in the half moon, in the Mithras cult). Then all the seedlings are laid (distributed,
sewn, kashtan) into the Tan = the body, namely the bodies of all earthly (sentient)
living beings and plant bodies. The body is equal in its meaning and function with
the “womb”. In the Kurdish language the moon is also called Mang, this is the
same name the mythological earth-cow is called. Both, moon and earth-cow stood
identically with the “ear (of grain)” (Khushe Parvin, the Pleiades). According to
the Zoroastrian text sources, different plants grow from the different organs of the
primordial cow.
As we already mentioned the nature of the “Art-khusht” was the connected or
bound two-ness. This also implied that the male and the female belonged together
(primordial cow = cow and bull) and along with that stood the symbolism of the
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unification of the seed with the womb. The title for an honorary man was the
Khajeh (Khava-ye) over centuries in Persia, and it literally meant hermaphrodite.
Also the current day honorific title Djenab has just that meaning. The great Iranian
heroes of the Shahnameh: Rostam, was called Tahm-tan (Tokhm-tan = seedwomb), which also entails the meaning hermaphrodite. The compounded twoness (trinity) had the sense of being the creative agent (of the movement, the light,
the measure, the happiness).
***
The difference between the Zoroastrian and the Mithraic primeval bull is the
following:
The Zoroastrian primeval bull is fatally injured by Angra Mainyu (Ahriman). The
goal of Ahriman is to destroy life on earth. The “Artha”-Seeds though are always
victorious (Pirooz), since they have the power to constantly renew themselves on
their own. So all efforts by Angra Mainyu are in vain. From all the parts of the
cow (which is set as equal with Parvins ear (of grain) /  ) پروين خوشهnew growth
develops from the absorption of the water that runs in the river river Veh Daiti
flowing next to where the bull lies. The primeval bull experiences a new
“becoming afresh” = Frashgart.
In Mithraism Mithras is the creator with his dagger, by cutting the vein of the
primeval bull. Here the depiction of the river is missing. In place of the process
of a resurrection stands the act of the cutting of the live giving veins of the all-live
(All-Leben) through the god with his short sword. With the cut in the veins of
blood, Mithras effectuates the putative rebirth of live (Frashgart). Water can’t be
cut up or dismembered, but the veins, through which the blood is running – the
blood which was also understood as a “river” – could be severed.
The vein was identical with the deity Artha. Through the sacrifice the renewal
takes place in Mithraism, and with the brutal disconnection of the vein of life, the
idea of the contract (Mitre) takes over the place of love (Mehr).
The seeds and the unification of the seeds with the water represented love, the
contract though came about through severance.
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Payam Nabarz

MITHRAIC SYMBOLS IN THE WORK OF FARANGIS YEGANE
In this Greco-Romano-Persian Stellar religion, the individual’s soul is seen to
have descended from the starry heavens to earth and at death the soul makes its
journey upwards again into the firmament, a vision similar to the Biblical vision
of Jacob’s ladder. The initiatory system allowed the neophyte to become familiar
with the cosmos, and learn the star ‘signposts’ which would have allowed his
return journey to be smoother and reach a state of henosis (union with the divine,
the source). The cave-like temple, (a Mithraeum) was a representation of the
universe; here the initiate ascended through various planetary degrees and learned
about the constellations and their meanings.
In the exhibit piece ‘Stairs’ (installation) we see the even Planetary initiatory
grade shown which lead to Mithraic heaven:
⊕ Mercury (Corax/Raven)
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⊕ Venus (Nymphus/bee chrysalis or male bride)
⊕ Mars (Miles/soldier)
⊕ Jupiter (Leo/lion)
⊕ Moon (Perses/Persian)
⊕ Sun (Heliosdromus)
⊕ Saturn (Pater)
The first Grade and step is Corax, leading upward to the seventh Grade the Pater,
at the top.
In the exhibit pieces ‘Mithras Slaying the Bull’, ‘Winds’ and ‘The Sacrifice in the
Abrahamic Religions’ we see interpretations of the central iconography of
Mithraism. This is the ‘Tauroctony’ or the Bull Slaying; this was a representation
of the night sky, and structure of the Mithraeum building lends itself to contain
all the symbols of the macrocosm. One of the Mithraic Mysteries is that the bull
slaying scene is a representation of the constellations Perseus (Mithras), Taurus
(bull), Canis Minor (dog), Hydra (snake), Corvus (raven), and Scorpio (scorpion).
The wheat is the star Spica (the brightest star in the constellation Virgo); where
the knife enters the bull, it is the Pleiades; the life giving blood of the bull is the
Milky Way. Here the initiate Miles is seen rising with blood of the Bull, the Soul
path of Milky Way. Hence, the initiate is being saved and reaches heaven in the
similar manor to blood of Christ that saves the believers. The Mithras slaying the
Bull of Creation occurs at the dawn of time and was not a sacrifice to be repeated
by slaying of actual bulls in temples.
In the exhibit piece ‘The Sun Circle’ and ‘Cautes and Cautopates at the firealtar’
we see the two torchbearers, Cautes and Cautopates, whom symbolise the
equinoxes. Cautes’ torch is pointing upward: the spring equinox. Cautopates’
torch is pointing downward: the autumn equinox. The stations of the sun around
the year are therefore marked and recognised.
The theme expands in exhibit pieces Blue Steer triptych and the Neophyte
diptych.
These key images around the central Tauroctony scene are important because they
contain a creation story. In the beginning Mithras is asked by the Sun to kill the
first bull, but he is reluctant to do this. The Raven, the messenger of the Sun,
comes to him again with the message. Mithras goes into the field and captures the
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bull, and with his might, lifts the back legs of the bull over his shoulder and drags
him to the birth cave. The crescent moon over s we see in ‘The Sun Circle’, the
bull and his carved horn symbolise its connection to the moon. As Mithras kills
the bull, from his blood come wine and all the plants that cover the earth. The tail
becomes wheat, which gives us our bread. The seed and the genitals of the bull
are taken to the Moon Goddess and purified, giving rise to all the animals. Hence,
by this slaying of the first bull, life comes onto the earth. The new life on Earth is
growing very slowly, due to drought. Mithras as the mediator between Heaven
and Earth is asked to solve this problem; however, this means a conflict with the
Sun, who has been burning the land. The battle between Sol (the sun) and Mithras
results in Mithras overcoming the planetary sun and becoming the Invincible Sun.
The symbol and concept of life giving blood and being saved is further
demonstrated in exhibit pieces Triptych, ‘Crucifixion juxtaposed with the
sacrifice of the Primeval Bull’ and ‘The Sacrifice in the Abrahamic Religions’.
Mithras is also referred to as: ‘And you saved us, after having shed the eternal
blood.’
He is also the referred to as kosmokrator (ruler of cosmos) and also rules the
movements of the earth and the seasons as his number is 365, number of days in
a year. In making their Hermetic ascent, the Mithraic initiates were making astral
journeys and making preparations for their final destination; returning to the
Milky Way (blood of the bull of creation). The principle of ascension is the
reversal of the process of birth on Earth; the souls entered via the constellation of
Cancer, the point of genesis and left via the constellation of Capricorn the point
of apogenesis. The Neoplatonic based ideals allows the ascent of the soul through
the planetary spheres, an initiatory voyage to purify the divine aspects hidden in
mankind from its contact with matter from birth.
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THE TAUROCTONY SHOULD NOT BE CONFUSED WITH A
“TAUROBOLIUM”, WHICH WAS AN ACTUAL BULL KILLING CULT
ACT PERFORMED BY INITIATES OF THE MYSTERIES OF MAGNA
MATER. IT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE MITHRAIC MYSTERIES.
“There is no evidence that [initiates of the Mithraic mysteries] ever performed
such a rite [i.e. a real bull killing], and a priori considerations suggest that a
mithraeum – any mithraeum – would be a most impractical place to attempt it.”
Beck, Roger (1984), “Mithraism since Franz Cumont”, Aufstieg und Niedergang
der römischen Welt, II.17, 4, Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, pp. 2002–2115.

THE NEO-MITHRAIC
YEGANE

INTEPRETATION

BY

FARANGIS

Farangis’ first series of works evolving around Mithraism: “For Example Mithras
Part I” addresses the Roman practice of the cult. She thematizes how an act of
killing, the sacrifice of life, has been tied to human ideas of a salvation.
Any obedient servant can kill on a “God’s” behalf who represents absoluteness in
will, knowledge, power, perfection. And this specific form of a “holy” entitlement
is where the tragic lies. The life sacrificed is not regarded in its sanctity of being
a living being – it becomes the means to an end.
In Farangis Yegane’s neo-mithraic interpretation Mithras finally leaves the
vicious circle that leaves him between choosing to kill or not experience
redemption. And instead of obeying the God Sol in the first place ( – Sol in the
Mithraic mythology is the one who decrees Mithras to slay the Primeval Bull
representing the “all-life”), Mithras succumbs to the power that lays in the
freedom of the natural elements – the wind, the fire, the sun, the night, the heavens
and earth – the animals – the raven, the snake, the scorpion, the dog, the bull.
Farangis puts the question about the cosmic order into painting.
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THE SECOND SERIES OF WORKS DEDICATED TO MITHRAISM BY
FARANGIS:
“FOR EXAMPLE MITHRAS PART II” REACHES BACK TO THE PREZOROASTRIAN PERSIAN ROOTS OF “MAETHA” (MEHR, MITHRAS).
HERE WE FIND THE LIFE AFFIRMING CLARITY OF AN EARLY
MYTHOLOGY THAT KEPT ITS FASCINATION EVEN AFTER HISTORY’S
DILUTION OVER THE COURSE OF TIME.
Cautes and Cautopates, the torchbearers, lead the birth of night to day, of day to
night and represent the ‘time-creating’ cycle that the sun visually mirrors to the
earth, when the earth and the moon revolve around it. We see how mythologemes
interact on ‘The Suncircle’, the rockbirth, the Dieburg reliefs’ depiction of the
trinity in Mithraism with three heads with Phrygian caps showing up on the threebranched three, the serpent, the scorpion and the dog – but no slaying of the bull.
A anthem for life with life’s colorfulness.
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THE SECRET OF MITHRAISM?
Myth can’t be unraveled through the anthropological lens. Mithraism is
foremostly a mystery cult, and that’s the fascinating part about this cult. A mystery
sets together the subjectivity of the individual with the experienced world. How
the never ending questions of life synergize, standing between the experiencing
subject and the surrounding world, opens up the realm to the mythical side of life.
Because of the central mythologem of the tauroctony, Mithraism has been equaled
with other cults in which animal sacrifice had been practiced. However the myth
suggests that the act of killing in Mithraism was a heterogeneous metaphor. The
act of killing indicated a fundamental conflict. Mithras carried out the slaying on
behalf of the God Sol. The act was an act of obedience and could be compared to
the situation between ruled and ruler.
Mithras abandoned Sol as his superior after slaying the primeval bull. This change
of mind in Mithras’ attitude towards the firstly superior God Sol must have been
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of an important symbolical meaning, at least in the mythological knowledge of
the adherents of the cult, otherwise this aspect of the God Mithras wouldn’t have
played such an easily noticeable role in Roman Mithraism.
The cult was of course practiced mostly by the Roman military. Mithraism might
have dealt with the conflict of killing and being killed. The primeval bull was,
back in the Iranian mythology linked to early Mithraism, of a central meaning and
stood for the entity of life.
From archaeology we know that in one Mithraic ritual a sword was held to the
initiates body, a sword that would spare out the body with a curved iron. The tip
and the lower part of the sword made to create the impression as if the initiates
body was pierced through with the sword:
The ritual might have helped to prepare a soldier for the risks he would face in
battle – to give one’s life or to take life. Since the ritual was part of the initiation
rites, the problem of “being potentially killed” and having to kill stood in
connection with the hierarchical steps that the neophyte would climb in his search
for the greater truth behind the superficial.
The primeval bull, that solely as a symbol was being slayed in Mithraism, stood
for life-as-such in Zoroastrianism. In the pre-Zoroastrian Iranian mythology the
bull (cattle) was being equated with the central deity (Artha or Simorgh). In
Zoroastrianism Gayomart (the first human being) and Geush Urvan (the primeval
bull) were equated with the “mortal life”. However both stood for representing
“life”. (1)
The forceful and willful cessation of any life creates a conflict for the person who
commits the killing. In the military you ought to be ready to kill, you have sworn
an oath that you must not break. Mithras is the God of the contract. swearing an
oath that you will kill and possibly be killed in combat, makes you face the
fundamental question of 1. an obedience that takes you beyond the own interest
to live 2. killing because you have been told to do so.
We can see in military life today how many soldiers have a conflict with killing
and being potentially killed in a war. The conflict between serving a cause that
you want to serve and the sacrifice that you most potentially have to make, must
have always been a very deep psychological process.
If we see people in the past as being blank of similar feelings and thoughts that
we experience today too, then we risk not getting an insight into what a myth of a
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past really might have meant to the ones who practiced a cult driven by a myth.
People at all times spent thoughts about what they did and how they would deal
with things.
(1) Gayōmart, Avestan Gayō Maretan (“Mortal Life”) in later Zoroastrian creation
literature, the first man, and the progenitor of mankind. Gayōmart’s spirit with
that of the primeval ox, lived for 3,000 years during the period in which creation
was only spiritual. His mere existence immobilized Ahriman, the evil spirit who
wanted to invade creation. Then Ahura Mazdā created Gayōmart incarnate—
white and brilliant, shining like the sun—and put in him and in the primeval ox,
alone of all created things, a seed whose origin was in fire. Ahura Mazdā gave
Gayōmart the boon of sleep for respite from the onslaught of Ahriman. But after
30 years of attacks, Ahriman destroyed Gayōmart. His body became the Earth’s
metals and minerals. Gold was his seed, and from it sprung the human race.
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/227432/Gayomart (accessed: 09
June 2012)
RAVEN, Spring 2012
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Farangis, Sketch: Cautes and Cautopates, planetary revolvement

THE EXHIBITIONS
Page 31-55: For Example Mithras II in the Museum Schloss
Fechenbach in Dieburg, 2010.
Page 56-88: Mysterium Mithras in the Römerkastell Saalburg,
Saalburgmuseum, 2011-2012.
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Museum Schloss Fechenbach (37 photos).
The introductory talks were held by Dr. Andreas Hensen and Maria
Porzenheim.
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Römerkastell Saalburg, Saalburgmuseum (48 photos).
Mysterium Mithras, the opening talks for the exhibition were held by
Prof. Dr. Egon Schallmayer and Dr. Carsten Amrhein.

Farangis, sketch: Mithras, the raven and the wind gods
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